The call for revisiting incremental hemodialysis for patients with incident kidney failure was first introduced in the United States over half a decade ago (1). It was argued that because the progression of CKD (i.e., regression of residual kidney function [RKF]) is usually gradual, over a matter of months to years, transition to dialysis therapy should be incremental and follow a reverse mirror image of RKF, starting with lower-clearance hemodialysis prescriptions and building up to higher-clearance hemodialysis regimens (Figure 1). When used in clinical practice, the most frequently considered form of incremental hemodialysis is less-frequent hemodialysis with prescription schedules of twice-weekly or once-a-week hemodialysis, with the latter regimen being less commonly prescribed in the United States. In 2014, an expert opinion paper (1) argued that the mortality rate in patients who transition from predialysis CKD to incident kidney failure is highest in the first months of hemodialysis therapy and that the outright initiation with a thrice-weekly or more frequent hemodialysis regimen, by virtue of causing faster decline in RKF, might be a cause of this sudden surge in death. Some but not all data suggest that, relative to less-frequent incremental hemodialysis, RKF declines more rapidly with thrice-weekly hemodialysis treatments, and longer preservation of RKF is associated with greater patient longevity. Because RKF provides a reduced need for dialytic solute clearance, and given that it is an important factor to account for in the prescription of peritoneal dialysis, it is insensible to have a discrepant approach devoid of RKF when calculating the target dialysis adequacy in patients on hemodialysis (1).

The incremental dialysis expert opinion paper (1) suggested ten criteria for an incremental transition to dialysis, the leading one being adequate RKF upon dialysis transition in the form of a daily urine volume of at least 600 ml/d and a native kidney urea clearance (Kru) of at least 3 ml/min. It was suggested that a patient is eligible for twice-weekly hemodialysis if he or she meets the said RKF criterion plus five or more (of nine) other criteria (i.e., intradialytic weight gain <2.5 kg; stable cardiovascular status; infrequent hospitalization; satisfactory health-related quality of life; small to normal body size; good nutritional status; and absence of hyperkalemia, hyperphosphatemia, or profound anemia) (1). The 2006 Kidney Disease Outcomes Quality Initiative (KDOQI) Work Group recommended a twice-weekly dialysis schedule among patients with “substantial RKF” defined as those with a Kru > 3 ml/min (3). Each individual’s RKF should be assessed on a monthly to quarterly basis, and after the urine volume is <0.5 L/d or Kru < 2 ml/min, the hemodialysis prescription should be changed from twice weekly to thrice weekly to complement the decline in RKF. However, these threshold levels are mostly arbitrary, and in some observational studies, including from China (4) and South Korea (5), the outcomes of incremental dialysis of twice versus thrice weekly were not affected by presence or absence of RKF.

In late 2014, the University of California Irvine initiated implementing incremental hemodialysis transition in select patients with incident kidney failure who met the above criteria (6). Since the inception of the incremental program, the patients on the regimen of twice-weekly hemodialysis have been followed for their RKF trends and clinical outcomes. The preliminary data from the first 13 patients on twice-weekly incremental hemodialysis showed that five patients maintained a twice-weekly hemodialysis schedule for more than a year, whereas eight patients transitioned to thrice-weekly hemodialysis regimen within the first 12 months; the main causes of incremental transition from twice to thrice weekly included unmanageable fluid overload, hyperkalemia, and inadequate clearance (6). Since its inception, the said model of the twice-weekly hemodialysis program has not only penetrated across Southern California dialysis centers, including the Veterans Affairs (VA)–based dialysis centers (2), but has also been utilized regularly in Northern California, where regional investigators have suggested that over half of patients on incident dialysis would be suitable for incremental less-frequent hemodialysis on the basis of plausible simulation modeling (7).

While the growth and expansion of twice-weekly and incremental hemodialysis programs have continued both within the United States and overseas, old questions remain to be answered, and new questions have emerged. Is twice-weekly hemodialysis truly associated with a lower first-year mortality? Will patients be compliant with the expected incremental regimen of transitioning from less-frequent to more-frequent hemodialysis when they started on just twice weekly?
While anecdotal data on incremental hemodialysis showed that most patients complied with the prescribed incremental hemodialysis schedule and that very few experienced an end-of-life event before transitioning from twice-weekly to thrice-weekly hemodialysis, there are currently no outcome reports from prospectively collected large clinical data on incremental hemodialysis, and recently started clinical trials have yet to be completed (8), as also suggested by the 2015 KDOQI Guidelines (9). Middle and large molecule clearance with less-frequent hemodialysis requires more studies, as underway by other investigators at VA Palo Alto, California (10).

Although some evidence suggests that incremental dialysis with a twice-weekly schedule may preserve RKF longer than outright thrice-weekly initiation, it is not clear whether other interventions to preserve RKF in patients on hemodialysis can have synergistic effects with this regimen, such as maintaining angiotensin-pathway modulators and high-dose loop diuretics and avoiding intravenous contrast media and excessive ultrafiltration during dialysis. There is an emerging concept of intermittent “AKI” for the RKF, given that fluctuations in RKF have been described in dialysis-dependent patients. If so, urgent research is needed to better understand similarities and distinctions between hemodialysis-associated AKI and the traditional AKI in nondialysis-dependent patients.

Incremental dialysis is consistent with precision medicine given individualized dialysis dose adjustment, lower patient burden and postdialysis fatigue, and possibly better health-related quality of life rendered by less-frequent incremental hemodialysis upon CKD to kidney failure transition. This approach is useful not only in patients treated with peritoneal dialysis, but also in patients receiving home hemodialysis. Gradual transition to more frequent or more intense dialysis therapy within several months or longer can be implemented on an as-needed basis when fluid retention worsens, uremic symptoms develop, or urine volume reaches less than half a liter, especially if loss of nocturia ensues.

The health policy and fiscal implications of a twice-weekly dialysis program are another sensitive topic with many unanswered questions given that, under the traditional model, dialysis providers may lose a third of their bundle payment incentives when patients receive less-frequent hemodialysis. While physician reimbursement is theoretically independent of dialysis frequency, some nephrologists may question lost charges due to less than usual possibilities for physician-patient encounters when patients are present less frequently in the dialysis units. Nevertheless, incremental dialysis was expected to become a preferred treatment in End Stage Renal Disease Seamless Care Organizations (ESCOs). Recent health policy developments, including the US Presidential Executive Order on Advancing American Kidney Health Initiative, are expected to replace the original ESCO plans and be more aligned with incremental dialysis given patient-centeredness and fiscal advantages of the incremental dialysis programs, notwithstanding discussions about the use of twice-weekly dialysis during the coronavirus disease 2019 pandemic.

We recognize that the twice-weekly hemodialysis regimen may represent a provocative paradigm shift for many practicing nephrologists and dialysis providers. It may become the ultimate model for precision medicine and patient centeredness in kidney failure. In addition to classic observational studies on the role of RKF in incremental dialysis (11) and several smaller-scale randomized studies for comparing twice- versus thrice-weekly hemodialysis, which have recently started in the United States and overseas (8), large-scale, pragmatic, randomized controlled trials in patients with incident kidney failure are urgently needed to assess the role of incremental dialysis on RKF preservation, patient survival, patient-reported health-related quality of life, and health care expenses. In-center and home incremental hemodialysis is still in its infancy, and additional studies are warranted.
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